
WATTMETER HOME CHECKOUT KIT
Do NOT use the wattmeter for appliances that use this type of plug!     

This device is not designed to measure appliances that operate  
at more than 125 volts, such as ovens, clothes dryers, central heating  
and cooling systems and  water heaters. 

These appliances use a different type of plug and use 220 to 240 volts.

HOW TO USE THE WATTMETER
Use the Wattmeter to measure the energy use for this type of appliance:
Blow dryer,  computer, coffee maker, cable box, DVD player, freezer, lamp, microwave oven, router and  
modem, phone charger, power strip, printer, refrigerator, space heater, stereo, television, toaster, video  
game console and most window unit air conditioners. These appliances use a standard electrical plug 
and operate between 110 volts and 120 volts.

 
IT’S EASY!

1. Plug the wattmeter in to an electrical socket or power strip and then plug the device you want to 
    measure in to the wattmeter. If you need to use an adapter or an extension cord to make the  
    measurement more accessible, you will still get an accurate reading.

2. Press and hold the RESET button on the wattmeter  
     until “rESt” appears.

3. To display the actual cost of power consumed or the  
     projected cost, press the MENU key until “Cost” is  
     displayed in the LCD.

4. Pressing the UP and DOWN key will cycle through  
     the hour, day, week, month and year. For example, if  
     the display indicates $2.34 and month, the appliance  
     will consume $2.34 work of electricity in one month,  
     if left on continuously.

5. To see other measurements, use the UP and DOWN 
     arrows and the MENU key as desired. The measurement 
     will appear in the display window.

NOTE: The wattmeter has been programmed with the average year-round  
cost of electricity provided by Austin Energy. It is not necessary to  
use the SET RATE key.

 



WHAT’S  PHANTOM LOAD?
Phantom loads are caused by appliances and electronics that draw power while they are switched off 
or are in standby mode. The U.S. Department of Energy estimates that 10 percent of the average 
household’s electricity use is wasted by phantom load.

Look for phantom load first in these areas of your home: entertainment centers, home offices, 
bathroom vanity areas and garages where cordless tools are charging.  Common sources of phantom 
loads are battery chargers, devices with external power supplies, digital displays, LED status lights and 
digital clocks. A typical home has about 40 devices that draw phantom loads.

HOW TO REDUCE ELECTRICITY WASTED BY PHANTOM LOAD

• Plug devices such as TV, VCR, DVD, Blue Ray, stereo system, 
   computers, and gaming systems into power strips and/or 
   surge protectors. When these devices are not in use, turn 
   off the switch on the power strip. Please note that you 
 may lose the time settings on some of these devices. 
 Try it and you will start to notice savings on your electric 
 bill.

• You can use smart-power strips. Once you power down a 
  device, the strip will automatically power down any related 
  devices. These strips include “always on” outlets for devices 
  you do not want to turn off.

• Unplug chargers from the wall when not in use.  
  Your cell phone charger, camera battery charger, laptop 
  charger, etc.  keeps drawing electricity, even if the devices 
  aren’t charging. So if your phone says “Charge complete,” 
  pull the charger out of the wall.

• Timers are a good way to control devices, when you use  them on a regular schedule. When you are at
   home in the evening, for example, your entertainment center could automatically be turned on, but 
   would be off when you are away from home. Timers are especially appropriate when plugs and surge 
    protectors are located in hard to reach areas. They save you money by turning devices off when not 
    needed, and on when you want them to be available.
   
• Use the other off switch. Many devices also have an ‘off’ switch in the back. For example, most computers  
  come with one ‘soft’ power switch on the front, which takes it from “standby” to “on”. Separately, there is  
  usually a real ‘on/off’ switch located in the back on the power supply (near the power cord).

Desktop Computer

   On, idle

   Off*

   Sleep

Digital Cable with DVR

   On, not recording

   On, recording

   Off*

Portable Stereo Player

   CD, not playing*

   CD, playing

   Radio, playing

   Off*

73.97W

2.84W

21.13W

37.64W

29.29W

36.68W

4.11W

6.8W

3.3W

1.66W

*Phantom Load

Common Devices With Phantom Load



HOW DOES THE AVERAGE HOME USE ELECTRICITY

Air conditioning
Because Austin is a “cooling climate” where most 
electricity is used during the summer months for 
air conditioning, and where most heating is from 
gas furnaces, the heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning system makes a critical difference 
when it comes to saving energy.

When considering energy-efficient features on a 
house, the air conditioner/heat pump can be  
regarded these ways:

1.  SEER and EER or Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio and Energy Efficiency Ratio. Generally, the higher 
      the number, the more efficient the unit.

2.  Size in tons. The important thing to look for is the correct size for the house. The right size cannot be 
      determined until the leaks in the ducts are fixed, the building “envelope” is sealed, the attic is  
      properly insulated and solar shades are on the windows.
     a.   If an air conditioner is too big, it cools your home very rapidly, without allowing enough time for 
            the moving air to evaporate, not removing enough humidity from the air to keep you 
             comfortable. The longer run times of a right sized unit are also more energy efficient.  A unit that is 
             too big will also turn on and off more frequently than a properly-sized system. That increases its  
             wear and shortens its lifespan.  It is also generally more noisy and cools the air unevenly.
     b.   If an air conditioner is too small, it won’t be able to cool the home enough on the hottest days of  
            the summer.

3.   Age. The average lifespan of an air conditioner is 15 years. Purchases made after 2006, when  
       manufacturing standards mandated 13 SEER or higher, will be 30 percent more efficient than the  
      10 SEER standard prior to that date.

Water heating
In general, electric water heaters use much more energy than gas ones. Solar water heaters are very  
efficient. Electric water heaters with timers can save a substantial amount of money. A water heater 
that is too large is highly inefficient. Setting the temperature at 120 degrees can save Austinites an 
average of $45 a year. Saving on the quantity of hot water you use also saves energy.  Low flow shower 
heads, aerators on faucets and front loading washers can help. 
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HOW TO
SAVE MONEY

An Energy Efficiency Guide for Homeowners

$AVE ENERGY AND MONEY AT HOME



AN AIR CONDITIONER (AC) THAT IS SIZED CORRECTLY CAN MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE IN COMFORT,  
HEALTH AND ENERGY SAVINGS. An AC that’s too large will not remove enough humidity from the air  
to keep you comfortable. One that’s too small will run constantly. When you call a Home Performance  
with ENERGY STAR participating company, you have the assurance of correct sizing and quality 
weatherization for maximum energy savings and comfort.

DID YOU 
KNOW?
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REBATES from Austin Energy and Texas Gas Service

Rebates for all improvements average $2,011.
•	Air	conditioners	and	heat	pumps	-	HVAC	 

(up	to	$650)
•	Air	duct	sealing	and	repair	(up	to	$470)
•	Additional	attic	insulation	(up	to	$328)
•	Solar	shading	on	windows,	including	screens	 

and	low-E	glass	(up	to	$164)

TAX CREDITS
Credits	for	all	improvements	pay	up	to	10%	of	cost,	 
up	to	$500	total.
•	Air	conditioners	and	heat	pumps	-	HVAC	 

(up	to	$300)
•	Attic	insulation	(up	to	$500)
•	Windows	and	solar	shading	(up	to	$200)
Note:  Austin Energy does not offer tax advice.  

Please consult a tax professional.

ENERGY BILL SAVINGS
Savings	for	all	improvements	average	32%	on	
summer	cooling	bills.
•	Air	conditioners	and	heat	pumps	($270	annually)
•	Air	duct	sealing	and	air	infiltration	 

($120	annually)
•	Attic	insulation	($90	annually)
•	Windows	and	shading	($100	annually)
Note:  Savings are based on the average single 

family house in Austin (1,800 – 2,000 sq. ft.) 
that has made improvements through  
an efficiency program by Austin Energy  
or Texas Gas Service.

Select	a	participating	company	from	 
austinenergy.com to perform a 
walk-through	analysis	of	your	home	
and	identify	any	work	you	may	need.	
If	you’d	like	a	list	of	these	companies	
mailed	to	you,	call	974-7827.

HOW TO BEGIN

MAKE YOUR HOME MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT
Save	big	on	your	summer	cooling	bill	with	the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR® program.  
Participating	companies	analyze	the	whole	house	–	including	the	air	conditioner,	ductwork,	insulation	and	windows	
–	and	have	their	work	inspected	and	approved	by	Austin	Energy.

IT’S EASY TO GET STARTED WITH THESE RESOURCES:
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q WATCH THAT THERMOSTAT
	 Save	$90	per	degree	per	year

•	 Turn	off	your	AC	or	raise	the	thermostat	to	
85	degrees	when	you’re	away	for	two	hours	
or more. 

•	 Every	degree	higher	than	78	cuts	your	
cooling	bill	by	3	percent.	

•	 A	programmable	thermostat	is	key.	 
It	remembers	to	raise	the	temperature	for	
you	when	you	leave	for	the	day,	and	to	cool	
down	the	house	before	you	come	home.

q GO FLUORESCENT
	 Save	$7	per	bulb	per	year

•	 Compact	fluorescent	bulbs	are	available	 
for	most	fixtures.	

•	 They	use	60-70	percent	less	electricity,	 
generate	less	heat	and	last	up	to	 
10 times longer. 

•	 Install	daylight	sensors	for	outdoor	lights.	
•	 Use	task	lights	instead	of	lighting	up	the	

entire room.

q LET THE AIR FLOW 
•	 Move	furniture	and	draperies	away	from	

return	air	vents.	
•	 Good	airflow	improves	your	comfort	 

and	prevents	your	AC	from	running	longer	
than	needed.

q USE SHADE TO YOUR 
 BEST ADVANTAGE 

•	 Close	shades	on	windows	hit	by	 
direct	sunlight.	

•	 Open	shades	on	other	windows	to	use	
existing	daylight.	

•	 Plant	trees	to	shade	south	and	 
west-facing	windows.	Trees	can	reduce	
indoor	air	temperatures	by	as	much	as	 
20	degrees	and	cut	cooling	costs	 
by	up	to	40	percent.	

•	 Shading	your	outdoor	AC	unit	saves	 
10	percent	on	cooling	costs.

q LOAD IT UP BEFORE YOU 
 TURN IT ON 

•	 Run	washing	machines	and	dishwashers	with	 
a	full	load.	

•	 Choose	cold	or	warm	water	instead	of	hot	when	 
doing	your	laundry.	Clothes	will	last	longer,	too.

•	 Choose	the	air	dry	cycle	on	your	dishwasher	 
for	energy	savings.		

q CONTROL YOUR WATER HEATER
	 Save	$45	a	year

•	 Set	the	temperature	no	higher	than	120	degrees	 
for	energy	savings.

q CHANGE YOUR AIR FILTER 
•	 Replace	your	air	filter	regularly,	according	to	

the	package	instructions.	Dirty	filters	make	your	
HVAC	system	work	harder	and	run	longer	than	
necessary.	

•	 The	quality	of	air	filters	is	measured	in	MERVs.	 
Austin	Energy	recommends	a	MERV	rating	of	 
6	or	higher.	

q USE FANS TO COOL OFF 
•	 Fans	can	make	you	feel	5	degrees	cooler,	 

allowing	you	to	set	your	thermostat	higher.
•	 Be	sure	to	turn	fans	off	when	you	leave	the	room.

q CHECK YOUR 
 FRIDGE TEMPERATURE
	 Save	up	to	25	percent

•	 Set	the	refrigerator	temperature	between	 
36	and	38	degrees.	

•	 Set	the	freezer	temperature	between	 
0	and	5	degrees.	

q COOK SMART 
•	 Use	the	microwave,	which	uses	up	to	70	percent	less	

energy,	cooks	75	percent	faster	and	produces	less	heat	
than	an	electric	or	gas	oven.	

•	 Avoid	turning	on	the	oven	during	the	heat	of	the	day.

CHANGE YOUR LIFESTYLE AND HABITS FOR ENERGY SAVINGS
You	can	easily	reduce	energy	use,	without	spending	a	lot	of	money	or	sacrificing	comfort,	by	changing	how	 
you	manage	the biggest energy users in your home: the HVAC system, the water heater and the refrigerator.

THESE TIPS WILL EARN YOU BIG REWARDS:
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Your Guide to  
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City of Austin residents who participate in the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR 

program can save the cost of a required energy audit ($200-$300) under the City’s 

disclosure ordinance if they receive a rebate of $500 or more, or make three or 

more of the recommended improvements.

Special SAVINGS NOTE

   PERCENTAGE
 AVERAGE  AVERAGE OF TOTAL COST
 COST REBATE COVERED BY
HOME IMPROVEMENT INCENTIVES BEFORE REBATE AE TX GAS COMBINED REBATE

Home Performance with ENERGY STAR (HPES)® 
Rebates OR loans for all of the following efficiency improvements needed,  
as identified in an energy analysis: central air conditioner/heat pump,  
attic insulation, duct diagnostic and sealing, radiant barrier, efficient windows  
and solar screens. Plus a Weatherization bonus for making all  
identified improvements............................................................................................$9,576 .......... $1,713 ...$298 ..................... 21%

Air Conditioning/Heat Pumps 
ENERGY STAR labeled central air conditioners and/or heat pumps 
Rebates start at 14 SEER/11.5 EER ..............................................................$6,773 ............$433 .....$75 ....................... 8%

Reductions of Air Infiltration and Duct Sealing 
Duct sealing, weatherstripping around doors, preventing airflow  
through attic stairs and fans, caulking around plumbing holes........................$678 .............$245 ....$156 ..................... 59%

Advanced System Performance Testing 
Specialized testing of the entire air duct system for air leakage,   
adequate airflow and distribution ................................................................... $365 .................$215 ........................................59%

Duct Replacement 
Replacement of existing ducts due to poor design, damage  
and deterioration ...........................................................................................$1,363 ...............$130 ..... $130 ..........................19%

Attic Insulation 
Upgrading attic insulation to R-38 .................................................................$1,157 ...............$185 ..... $185 ..........................32%

Solar Shading 
Solar screens, awnings, window film for sun-facing windows receiving  
direct sun on 40 percent or more of the glass for one hour or more. ............... $934 .................$137 ........................................15%

Radiant Barrier (Roll-Out) .................................................................$1,245 ...............$175 ........................................14%

Window Replacements 
Installation of low-E glass to replace existing standard glass windows. .........$6,708 ...............$196 .........................................3%

NOTE:  Figures are based on an estimate for the average single family house in Austin (1,800–2,000 sq. ft.) that has 
made improvements through an efficiency program by Austin Energy or Texas Gas Service.


